9 September
Wednesday 9	stay-in strikes in wales
Sixty men who had engaged in a stay-in strike at the Femhill
Colliery since Thursday week returned to the surface, looking
remarkably fit. These frequent stay-in strikes are causing grave
concern, and lend colour to the view that the Federation seems
to have lost control of its extremist ranks. A serious element is
the reported interference with officials who maintain safety
and ventilation. At Fernhill the strikers deliberately took away
their lamps and threatened to keep them down the mine if they
resisted.
the nazi rally
The eighth Nazi Rally began at Nuremberg. The chief event
is the ceremonious proclamation of the Fuhrer. Herr Hitler
dealt at length with the problem that Germany is not a self-
supporting country in respect to foodstuffs and raw materials.
It shows a lack of reasoning power, said he, to reproach for its
cheap exports a nation which must pay for the foodstuffs which
it lacks through its exports. When a British statesman declares
that Germany does not require colonies because she is able to
purchase her ra\v materials from abroad, it is as brilliant as the
suggestion of the Bourbon Princess who told the mob which
howled for bread to eat cake. He then announced the new
four-year plan, which provides that within four years Germany
shall be independent of all foreign countries in respect of those
materials which she can produce at home by means of German
ingenuity, and the mining, engineering, and chemical indus-
tries. Nevertheless, Germany cannot relinquish her colonial
demands. The German's right to live is as great as that of any
other country. He then spoke of the spread of Bolshevist pro-
paganda, and explained this as the cause of Germany's military
preparations. "We do not fear a Bolshevist invasion of
Germany, not because we think it unlikely, but because we
are determined to make the nation so strong that it will be
able to ward off every attack with brutal determination."
palestine
Violent incidents indicate the Arabs' displeasure at the
British announcement of reinforcements for Palestine. Detach-
ments of the Palestinian police and the York and Lancaster
Regiment were fired on by about fifty Arabs, and a corporal
and a British constable killed. A mail car on the Roshpina road
was fired on, but escaped undamaged. An armed Arab band
attacked a party of Jewish labourers in the Tiberias district

